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ABSTRACT

As Federal Waste Management Systems (FWMS)
receiving facilities become available, the
U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) intends
to begin accepting spent nuclear fuel from
U. S. utilities for eventual permanent
disposal. Transporting the radioactive
spent fuel to the repository will require
development, of a complex network of
equipment, services, and operations
personnel that will comprise the
Transportation Operations System. This
paper identifies and discusses, in a
qualitative manner, the key reactor
facility constraints that will eventually
need to be assessed in detail on a site-
specific basis to guide the development of
the FWMS transportation cask fleet. This
evaluation of constraints is needed to
assess their impact on the size,
composition, availability, and use of the
cask fleet and to assist in the development
of the transportation system support
facilities such as a cask maintenance
facility. Such assessment will also be
needed to support decisions on modifying
shipping facilities (i.e., reactors),
identification and design of interface
hardware, and on the designs of receiving
facilities.

INTRODUCTION

This paper provides a preliminary
overview of site-specific facility
constraints which will eventually need to
be assessed in detail to guide the
development of the Federal Waste Management
System (FWMS) transportation cask fleet.
Evaluation of these constraints will be
needed in order to assess their impact on
the size, makeup, availability and
utilization o the transport cask fleet and
to assist in the development of both
transportation cask systems and
transportation system support facilities
such as a cask maintenance facility (CMF).
In addition, such assessment will also be
needed to support decisions on modifying

shipping facilities (i.e., reactors) and
on the designs of receiving facilities
(i.e., the repository and a Monitored
Retrievable storage (MRS) facility if an
MRS is to be included in the FWMS) .
Furthermore, in the long-term, many such
constraints could impact the use of other
transportation resources such as training
personnel and operating personnel, and the
ancillary equipment used to support the use-
of a specific cask systems. Moreover,
certain constraints will have bearing on
the ultimate effective utilization of FWMS
resources.

Sufficient detail has not been
developed to permit consideration of tha
widely differing conditions at the specific
reactors to be served. Hence, projections
have been based on hypothetical conditions
at "typical" PWR and BWR reactors. In
addition, only generic consideration has
been given to the alternatives for
increasing the fraction rail shipments,
should that be desired. Only limited
consideration, on an annually averaged
basis, has been given to allocating off-
line time for periodic cycling of fleet
units through maintenance and repair
facilities.

Reactor-specific facility and site
information is now becoming available
through *he DOE/OCRWM sponsored Facility
Interface Capability Assessment (FICA)
activity, and will shortly start becoming
available from the Near-Site Transportation
Infrastructure (NSTI) studies begun in late
1989. Therefore, it is important to begin
to use site- and facility-specific
constraints information from these sources
in making fleet size, composition and
utilization projections and in preparing
life cycle cost estimates.

In response to this need, the effort
summarized in this paper was undertaken as
a preliminary step in identifying and
assessing many of the site and facility



constraints and related operating variables
that may significantly impact cask
availability, fleet makeup and fleet
utilization. T:iis is being done to develop
a workable approach to providing
quantitative assessments of the constraints
identified, which will ultimately be needed
as the planning for the FWMS Transportation
Operations System (TOS) proceeds.

BACKGROUND

Based on current concepts, the TOS
will consist of cask system components;
carriage arrangements; operational support
personnel, facilities, equipment, and
services; and operational plans and
procedures. The envisioned cask system
components will include various types of
casks, related vehicles (except motive
power units), and ancillary equipment for
cask handling, loading, and unloading.

To proceed with the orderly planning,
development and acquisition of the TOS,
especially tha cask system components, it
is essential to identify and assess, first
qualitatively and then quantitatively, the
constraints and variables that will impact
the size, makeup, utilization, availability
and management of the cask fleet. A
complete assessment needs to consider
impacts resulting from projected operations
at originating (shipping) facilities, in
the public domain, at destination
(receiving) facilities, and at
servicing/raaintenance/repair/parking (SMRP)
facilities. This is especially important
because the receiving and servicing
facilities are under design, and an early
understanding of facility-imposed
constraints could alleviate many problems
by providing timely input to designs.

In program planning to date,
stochastic non-varying, overall average
"turnaround times" for generic truck and
rail cask systems have been used to embrace
many operational variables at the reactor
and receiving facility. These average
turnaround times have been used in
determining system life-cycle costs and in
projecting fleet size and composition.
Each turnaround time is a single, averaged,
total time intended to include all
activities at a "typical" facility for a
generic truck or rail cask system from time
of carrier dropoff to carrier pickup. For
SMRP facilities, previous fleet size
projections have included an annual overall
average time estimate for a typical rail
or truck cask system unit to be taken "out-
of-service"(sometimes called "off-line") .

The required cask fleet size for any
given transportation demand (annual FWMS
acceptance quantity) has been calculated

by using allowances for cask-days consumed
at these facilities, the estimated cask
capacities, and the cask-days consumed by
transport in the public domain derived from
logistic models. However, this simplified
approach fails to address essential
planning variables related to cask
availability and utilization for transport,
including: (1) widely differing operating
conditions and uncertainties at reactor
sites, (2) real operating conditions and
uncertainties at receiving sites, (3) cask
design-specific activities at SMRP i
facilities, (4) the impact of SMRP:
facility locations on logistics, and (5)̂
traffic management contingencies.

Accordingly, the work outlined in this;
paper was initiated to start to provide a
more detailed assessment of the manyi
facility constraints and related variables, ]
identify the impacts of these constraints
and variables on cask availability for
transport and cask fleet utilization, and
cask fleet capacity, and then to outline
an assessment procedure to quantify the
sensitivity of cask availability,
utilization and fleet capacity to changes
in these variables.

"Availability" considers the estimated
total days each year required, for each
cask design, where it is not expected to
be "off-line" for scheduled maintenance,
for compliance inspections and testing, arid
also accounts for the number of annual
visits to a maintenance facility which will;
be required. "Utilization" is used to
define the actual turnarounds per year, for
a given cask design? this will be based on
its availability and upon all other factors
influencing its operation such as delays
at loading and unloading facilities and,
in-transit delays that can not be:

specifically included in aggregate average
cycles time estimates.

The initial qualitative assessments
will cover three areas: (1) Reactor
site/facility considerations, (2)
Repository site/facility considerations,
and (3) Cask Maintenance Facility/Fleet
Maintenance Facility (CMF/FMF)
considerations.

However, only the reactor site
considerations are discussed in this paper.

REACTOR SITE/FACILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The key constraints and related
variables that affect transportation fleet
size, and composition and utilization, can
be summarized as follows:

o geographic location of the site,
o modal access to site,



o facility cask handling capability,
o fuel storage methods at the site,
o personnel qualifications and

availability at the site,
o annual, site-specific, time-related

"window" or "windows" for shipping
operations,

o cask system inspection/servicing/
maintenance/repair capability,

o carrier delivery schedules and
response time to pickup requests, and

o departure inspection requirements.

These constraints and variables have
been included in early fleet size and
composition projections only by estimating
lump-sum (aggregated average) turnaround
times for typical rail-served and truck-
served reactors and generic truck and rail
casks.

Differences in the cask handling and
cask loading facilities at reactors will
result in wide variations in reactor-
specific estimates of cask turnaround
times. Since any estimate of fleet size
is dependent, in part, on these times,
knowledge of the expected range of at-
reactor turnaround times is needed to
adequately define fleet size. Similarly,
until the FICA and NSTI data relating to
modal access and physical capability are
developed and are adequately assimilated
into site-specific operational studies, the
accuracy of projections of fleet size and
composition cannot be defined.
Accordingly, it is necessary to first
determine the effect of the above
constraints and variables on cask
availability and utilization and then
develop sits-specific estimates combining
those constraints and variables that are
most important to size and composition
projections. Some of the more important
site specific constraints at reactors,
listed above, are briefly discussed next.

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF THE SITE

The geographic location of the reactor
site could impose constraints on the TOS
in a number of ways. First, the location
could impose constraints arising from
institutional considerations such as
special requirements imposed by local
governments; these constraints are being
addressed in other elements of OCRWM's
program, and are not considered further
here.

From a physical standpoint, a number
of constraints may be geographically
imposed. For example, the near-site
infrastructure can impose various
constraints on the modal access, or ability
to upgrade to a new modal access, to a
site. These infrastructure-related

constraints are considered below in terns
of the modal access.

Also, the time of year when the sits
can be conveniently serviced can be tied,
not only to operating requirements of the
reactor (see discussion of annual shipping
windows below), but to local weather
patterns. For example, modal access may
be deemed inconvenient, impossible or
unsafe during some seasons; barges may not
be able to access specific sites due to
freezing (in the winter) or flooding (in
the spring) of water access routes. For
road access to some sites, carriage of a
heavy load on some highways may be
constrained by local laws restricting such
traffic when the roadway support base is
undergoing freeze/thaw cycles (the so-
called "frost laws") which will normally;
occur in the spring.

MODAL ACCESS TO SITS

Since cask system pay loads vary
significantly by mode, modal access is a
key constraint in developing operational
scenarios for fleet projections and affects
both fleet size and composition. In
particular, payloads for rail casks are
significantly greater than payloads for
truck casks. Variations in payloads also
exist between different rail and different
truck cask designs.

These factors, along with the
resulting truck cask-miles traveled in the
public domain compared to rail transport,
has led to the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM)
position to prefer rail shipm&nts.
However, the current assessment of reactor
site access constraints indicates that only
about half of the sites may be accessible
by rail in the early years after startup.
Technical and economic studies of
alternatives for increasing this fraction
have been initiated. Results expected in
FY91 could support policy decisions on
whether, and to what extent, alternatives
may be pursued to increase the fraction of
rail shipments. These alternatives may
include building or rebuilding rail spurs
or developing truck-to-rail and truck-to-
barge-to-rail intermodal transport
operations. In the meantime, operational
scenario development and assessment will
be based on site access data from the Near
Site Transportation Infrastructure (NSTI)
assessment as these data become available.



FACILITY CASK HANDLING CAPABILITY

The physical capability of the reactor
facilities to accommodate cask-vehicle
units of various sizes and to handle the
cask during loading operations is also a
key factor in determining cask utilization.
The number of facilities capable of
handling heavier casks is expected to drop
dramatically as the weight (and size) of
the cask increases. Evaluations will
shortly be available from the FICA effort,
and it is expected that these will indicate
that more facilities can be served by each
type of cask, but the same trend will
exist, i.e., as the weight of the cask
increases, the number of facilities which
can be served will decrease.

As in the case of modal access, a cask
fleet to serve facilities capable of
accommodating and handling only truck casks
may be up to two to three times larger than
a rail fleet to serve the same reactors,
if they were capable of handling rail
cask-vehicle units. The overall physical
capability of the facility evolves from
consideration of several key facility
characteristics, any one of which, if not
modified, could eliminate service or
constrain the facility to service by
smaller, lighter truck casks. Examples of
key characteristics are as follows:

o inadequate crane capacity/rating/
certification status;

o inadequate strength of the cask
setdown area floor to withstand
static/dynamic loadings;

o inadequate strength of the loading bay
floor to withstand static/dynamic
loadings from the vehicle;

o inadequate crane coverage of the
vehicle within the loading bay; -

o inadequate clearance along the cask
handling path within the facility

o inadequate headroom under the crane
hook to accommodate the cask and
lifting yoke while moving the cask
from the setdown area to the loading
position and return;

o inadequate fuel handling crane/machine
lift height, preventing the bottom end
of the fuel assembly from clearing the
top of the cask during loading;

o insufficient pool depth to limit
radiation to allowable levels when
fuel assemblies are raised to clear
the top of the cask during loading;

o inadequate pool floor load rating;
o unresolved facility modifications and

handling procedures (such as redundant
crane/yoke, cask pad, cask silo, plant
shutdown during cask handling) to
satisfy cask drop accident conditions;
and

o inadequate onsite (access-controlled)
truck parking area and/or rail
trackage for convoy truck/dedicated
train assembly should the convoy truck
and/or dedicated train options be
pursued.

Facility assessments to date indicate
that the above characteristics at most
reactor facilities will accommodate the
smaller truck cask-vehicle units. However,
it appears that approximately half of the
reactors currently are not capable of;
handling larger rail casks for one or more
of the reasons listed above. Accordingly/
current fleet size and composition
projections indicate larger numbers of
truck casks. As additional data from
facility assessments now underway become
available and as more is learned about the
utilization of the casks at individual
sites, fleet size and composition
projections will be revised.

In addition to physical constraints
at reactors, there are operational
constraints that, although they do not
preclude use of a particular cask-vehicle
type, may slow down certain operations or
require additional steps, both of which
tend to increase overall turnaround time.
Examples of such operational constraints

are:

o

o

o

o

o
a

o
o

special building wall/roof section
removal operations,
requirement to maintain negative
pressure within fuel handling building
and/or containment structure,
crane bridge-trolley movement
constraints that prevent uprighting
the cask on the vehicle in one lift,
lifts of up "to 100 ft or more from the
vehicle to the fuel handling area,
prohibited immersion of crane block-
hook-cables in pool water,
high pool radioactivity,
inadequate cask decontamination
facilities,
slow cask surface contamination survey
analysis and other preshipment test
results,
lack of proper tools, and
vacuum drying of casks.

Again, variables such as these, which
are now lumped into generic average
turnaround times, need to be considered or
a site-specific basis as data become
available. In the meantime, they will be
included in sensitivity studies tc
determine most importance constraints foi
further study.



PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS AND AVAILABILITY

The availability of a sufficient
number of qualified personnel for cask
handling and loading operations at reactors
is a key factor in turnaround time and, in
turn, cask utilization projections.
Projections to date simply assume that a
utility will provide a sufficient number
of personnel and DOE will assist in the
training, including dry run operations if
required. Training itself will not directly
affect cask utilization, but dry run
operations will.

To determine "a sufficient number of
personnel," evaluations to date have
assumed that the number is sufficient to
staff one crew far one 8- to 12-hr
shift/day that is allowed to work up to 10
consecutive days without a break. However,
some utilities have indicated the
possibility of enough personnel to staff
around-the-clock operations for several
weeks (meaning four shifts), which would
reduce turnaround time considerably. On
the other hand, some utilities have
indicated that staff for only one-shift,
5-day/week cask-related operations will be
available when certain reactor operations
are underway. This level of staffing would
lead to a significant increase in
turnaround time and cask-vehicle idle time
on weekends and holidays. Further
disruption of loading operations may also
be caused by personnel being diverted to
higher-priority work in reactor operations.

Limited time/motion observations (not
yet published) , indicate a learning effect
as loading crews become more proficient.
For 23 shipments from the VEPCO Surry Plant
to the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) , the cask load times
ranged from 2.5 to 6.5 days, but the higher
times were more prevalent in the early
shipments and the lower times more
prevalent in the later shipments. During
the San Onfre Nuclear Generating Station
(SONGS) transfers, the turnaround times
improved from three days to two days.
These data, if generally applicable,
suggest cask utilization will vary during
a single campaign at any specific site.

Predicting cask utilization is further
complicated by the possible use of truck
convoy and dedicated train operations.
Decisions concerning the use of either
convoyed truck or dedicated train
operations have not been made. While
convoyed truck/dedicated train operations
might enhance public acceptance and
facilitate rail carrier agreement, the
total cask-days consumed at reactors for
cask loading and convoyed truck/dedicated •
train assembly are expected to'
significantly increase, in turn decreasing
cask utilization. Given a convoyed

truck/dedicated train policy, it would be
essential to reach agreement with
utilities on personnel availability
sufficient for around-the-clock
operations, at least for each convoy or
train load.

Finally, the efficiency factors at
different sites needs to be assessed.
Included here are considerations of
whether there are sufficient personnel
available at a given site to work 1
continuous shifts, or do operations needed
to shut down for lunch breaks, etc. If;
operations are shutdown during such
periods, then suit-up/suit-down time and '
the actual break times could amount to a
significant portion of the actual planned '
work period, and the efficiencies would
have to be reduced accordingly. The
manner in which w«_rk is controlled by
local work rules can also affect:
efficiency.

ANNUAL SHIPPING WINDOW

Cask loading operations in reactor;-
facilities may be constrained by the
utilities fuel management scheme and/or
plant power generation demand. This
constraint may evolve from two
considerations: (1) at some plants, plant
operations (e.g., refueling, maintenance,
repair) will make it impossible to divart
plant personnel to cask loading
operations, and (2) at ether plants, the
potential consequences of a cask handling
accident on plant safety systems (e.g.,
the impact of a cask drop accident on
safety system components) may impose
constraints allowing cask handling only
when the reactor is shut down. Since
power generation is the highest priority
to the utility, cask handling operations,
will likely have to be adjusted to suit
plant operational schedules. To further
complicate the problem, it is expected
that many utilities will collectively
desire to conduct shipping operations
during periods of reduced power demand
(e.g., Spring and Fall) if they are not
performing fuel changes. If these
sporadic seasonal demands are accommodated
by DOE, it could result in significant
seasonal variations in cask utilization
and, in turn, larger fleet size.

Obviously, DOE and utilities will
need to reach a compromise to levelize
transportation demand and, in turn,
provide reasonable fleet utilization. In
accordance with the Standard Contracts (10
CFR 961) between DOE and the utilities,
the process for developing agreed-to
delivery commitment schedules begins in
1992; however, it is essential that DOE

• evaluate alternatives in the 1990-1991
period and develop approaches to
reconciling plant operational demand with



fuel waste acceptance rate and
transportation fleet utilization.

Only a few plants are subject to plant
safety constraints relative to a cask
handling accident [these will be quantified
by Facility interface Capability Assessment
(FICA) results, when fully available], and
modifications of crane designs, lifting
yokes, and/or plant structure may resolve
such problems. Definition of the
receptiveness of utilities to tackling
plant modifications and processing related
reactor technical specification changes and
license amendments through the NRC is
needed.

CASK SYSTEM INSPECTION/SERVICING/MAIN-
TSNAKCE/REPAIR CAPABILITY

While TOS planning and development
efforts are directed toward minimizing cask
system inspection/servicing/ maintenance
operations and eliminating cask system
repairs at reactor sites, a limited number
of servicing and maintenance operations are
expected to be required fairly often.
These may include replacement of fasteners
(bolts, studs, nuts, helicoils) and closure
seals, servicing of certain valves and
instrumentation components, and changeout
of other replaceable components. In
addition, extensive vehicle inspections
may be required to satisfy
state/tribal/local concerns and rail
carrier requirements. If necessary, these
operations will tend to increase turnaround
time and, in turn, decrease utilization
which may not have been adequately
considered iT previous evaluations.

CARRIER DELIVERY/PICKUP SCHEDULING/RESPONSE
TO REQUESTS

Studies have generally assumed that
DOE has complete control over motor carrier
availability and to be able to schedule
delivery of empty truck casks and pickup
of loaded truck casks rather precisely.
However, this is not likely to be the case
for rail service. At some plants, local
regular rail freight pickup/delivery
' service may be available daily. At others,
pickup/delivery service may be only once
or twice a week. Dedicated train service,
if implemented, could improve this
situation by reducing the time waiting
carrier pickup, but at the additional cost
of a dedicated train per-mile charge. In
either dedicated or regular service, DOE
control of railroad delivery and pickup
service will be limited and resulting cask
idle time may be significant. To date,
allowance for this uncertainty has not been
adequately addressed in evaluations of cask

utilization and it needs to be specifically
considered in future operational scenario
studies.

Previous preliminary economic studies
indicate that multiple cask shipments will
be prudent to realize the benefits of
dedicated trains, but the nature of
multiple cask shipments itself tends to
increase cask idle time. Accordingly, the
overall logistics and economics of rail
service alternatives, and the resulting
impacts on rail cask utilization, need1

further in-depth study because rail freight5

cost alone is expected to be one of the •
largest cost elements (line items) in the;
overall transportation life cycle cost.

DEPARTURE INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS

Current institutional program !
activities [e.g., Commercial Vehicle Safety
Alliance (CVSA) ,the Pacific States,;
Agreement on Radioactive Material and
Transportation Management (PSA), Western ;
Interstate Energy Board (WIEB), Southern;
States Energy Board (SSEB)] and limited)
actual experience to date indicate that;
extensive inspection of shipments may be
required prior to departure from reactor
sites in addition to the inspections :
required by NRC and the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT). These inspections
may be conducted by governmental agencies
or by their representatives. Carrier
inspections will also be required, but may
not be as time-consuming. In any event,
inspections will be time-consuming and may
significantly impact overall turnaround
time and, in turn, utilization. Previous
estimates of turnaround time may not
include adequate time for these departure
inspections, especially if they become as
extensive as indicated by preliminary CVSA
activities or, if they are not properly
planned and coordinated.

REPOSITORY AND
CONSIDERATIONS

MRS SITE/FACILITY

The key constraints and related
variables which may significantly impact
cask fleet utilization at the repository
or an MRS can be summarized as fallows:

o impacts on capital cost, operating
cost, and occupational exposure
related to accommodating, in facility
design, a large truck cask fleet while
maintaining specified facility
throughput;

o arrival inspection and diversion to
holding area;

o queue time prior to processing casks;
o routine inspection, servicing, and

maintenance capability and related



cask-vehicle off-line time required;
and

o extended lag storage of spent fuel in
. shipping casks.

The above constraints and related
variables have not been specifically
included in cask-system turnaround time at
the repository and utilization evaluations
to date; instead, a lump-sum (aggregated
average) turnaround time to allow for all
normal activities and queue time has been
used. The additional factors listed above
individually and/or collectively may
significantly affect utilization of
individual cask systems and the cask fleet
as a whole. Much greater knowledge about
receiving facility design and operational
plans is necessary to adequately address
these factors. Such knowledge is expected
to evolve from the facility designs efforts
for the repository and an MRS as they
proceed. In the meantime, sensitivity
studies on these factors can be performed
which will provide useful insight on the
importance of such facility design and
operational features to transportation
system operations and, in particular, cask
utilization.

MAINTENANCE FACILITIES CONSIDERATIONS

The key constraints and related
variables that arise from maintenance
operations and that may impact cask
availability for transport and utilization
can be summarized as follows:

o travel time to a maintenance facility
and for return to service;

o time required to accomplish periodic
servicing, maintenance, inspection and
test operations;

o time required for modifications,
reconfigurations, and/or repairs; and

o scheduling of maintenance to satisfy
both the facility operation and fleet
management requirements.

Although the configuration and
location for a cask maintenance facility
has not been defined by OCRWM, it may be
located with the repository or an MRS, and
this would minimize the effects of travel
time.

In evaluations to date, the above
requirements have been considered by simply
assuming a aggrrgate average (lump-sum)
annual off-line time for each cask unit.
Differences in these allowances will be
related to the size and complexity of the
truck and rail cask systems. Planners
recognize that use of a lump-sum value
results in a significant oversimplification
in cask availability assessments and any
resulting fleet size projections because

the off-line time is dependent on cask
system and facility design and on
maintenance facility location. in
addition, no allowance has been
specifically included for off-line time for
equipment modifications that may be
required to improve performance or for
unexpected repairs caused by component
failures or accidents.

FACILITY CONSTRAINTS ASSESSMENTS

The preceding has outlined the need
for making assessments to define the
impacts of certain facility-related
constraints" on the TOS. As the planning
and the development of the TOS proceeds, ;
the assessments needed may include
sensitivity studies and simulations of
fleet operations and the interfacing of the
fleet with the facilities. Plans for
performing these and other studies are in
the formative stages.


